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Fundamentals of Litigation for Paralegals is a popular and widely-respected text that conveys to
students a complete understanding of the litigation process, from the time the client walks into the
office, through trial and post-judgment, and including settlements and alternative forms of
resolutions. Well-adapted to a range of teaching approaches, the revised Seventh Edition focuses
on advances in technology and how it is used to support a litigation case. Distinctive features of
Fundamentals of Litigation for Paralegals:

thorough coverage of the entire litigation process a

balanced treatment that presents the litigation process clearly , with accessible and cogent
discussion of the litigation rules and procedures a user-friendly organization that lends itself to a
variety of teaching approaches and objectives a rich pedagogy that includes bold-faced key terms,
a glossary, numerous examples, charts, checklists, sample documents, chapter overviews,
summaries, and review questions a litigation file in the appendix provides realistic examples of
motions, pleadings, and discovery requests an accompanying workbook on CD reinforces the
concepts learned in the book with review questions, case scenarios, and practice forms--the case
scenarios support course assignments or may be used by the instructor as case studies in class
Thoroughly updated throughout, the Seventh Edition provides:

a fresh focus on recent the

technological advances used in preparing litigation cases new and updated websites that offer
litigation support recent Supreme Court cases and developments in the procedural rules
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cheap, toward my futute law studies; 1/15. I think hold off on 8th, if I can will update to 5*.However
they moved on to newer edition, 8th. Guess have to learn to be patient. 1/13/2916 spring and there
is only one slot left until 1/20/2016 when senior tuition kicks in, another week. I am doing this to see
if future law studies is in the future. Wonder if I can use this edition. The used 8th edition is around
$83 with shipping.My real goal is law school, LSAT, outline 1L courses, then decide to pull trigger if
my second one is through enough college to get IT job in Federal or private. Frees me up for law
school studies, get JD and transition to JD in federal... We shall see. Prep for retirement, $$.

I contacted this seller beginning in July about the missing 11 books and they were sympathetic but
said to wait for the books. I contacted them 4 times saying I wanted a credit to my account but they
have ignored my requests and have not credited my account. Poor business practices.

all of my expectations were exceeded: time, condition; pricehowever I might add more should be
done to keep the price down, but overall it was the best. I should note, I tried barns and nobles and I
have nothing good to say about that experience. but I digress...lol

I have already begun reading this book for my next term at school. Got it very quickly and took it for
some light reading during my vacation.

I bought this for my first litigation class textbook and am very impressed how thorough it is. This is a
keeper.

Book was perfect got it on time for my class start date! Had all the codes and CD needed for my
class!

This book served it's purpose for the little time it was used in the course I took. However, the book is
also used for the next class that I will be taking so I will be having to buy the book for that purpose.

I really didn't need it. I found out that it's not a requirement for the paralegal examination. But, if one
plans to specialize in the litigation field, it's very useful.
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